INTRODUCTION
============

Breast ultrasound (US) elastography is an imaging technique for tissue characterization that aims to determine the stiffness of a target lesion. A close association between cancer and the extracellular matrix has been described, and increased stiffness in the extracellular cancer matrix was observed in breast cancer ([@B1]). Shear wave elastography (SWE) uses acoustic radiation via a focused US beam to induce mechanical vibrations and quantifies the stiffness of the tissue by capturing propagating shear waves ([@B2]). Tissue elasticity is quantitated in kilopascals (kPa) or meters per second (m/s) ([@B2][@B3][@B4]). By setting the focal areas in the region of interest (ROI), a variety of quantitative elasticity values can be obtained by SWE. Mean stiffness (Emean) and maximum elasticity (Emax) represent the general stiffness of the mass, and the elasticity ratio (Eratio) shows the relative stiffness of the mass to the fat tissue, which has a coherent elasticity value. The standard deviation represents the internal heterogeneity of the mass ([@B5][@B6]). Several studies have demonstrated the efficacy and diagnostic accuracy of SWE in the diagnosis of solid breast masses, and the combination of B-mode US with SWE was considered beneficial in the assessment of breast lesions using different quantitative parameters and cutoff values of SWE ([@B2][@B3][@B4][@B6][@B7][@B8][@B9][@B10][@B11][@B12][@B13][@B14][@B15][@B16][@B17][@B18][@B19][@B20][@B21][@B22]).

An emerging technique of Doppler ultrasonography called superb microvascular imaging (SMI) has been applied to determine microvascular blood flow due to the close association between microvascularity and malignancy. Conventional color Doppler technique uses a single-dimensional wall filter to remove signals from tissue motion (clutter), and it cannot visualize significantly low-velocity blood flows. However, SMI technology can detect both low-velocity and high-velocity blood flows using a multidimensional filter, which preserves slow flow signals separating from the clutter ([@B23]). Recently, SMI evaluation using quantitative measurements of Doppler signals, called the vascular index in SMI (SMI~VI~), has been introduced. SMI~VI~ is the percentage ratio between the pixels for the Doppler signal and those for the total lesion ([@B23][@B24]). Studies investigating the diagnostic value of SMI~VI~ in differentiating benign and malignant breast masses are relatively few ([@B25][@B26]). However, studies assessing the cutoff values of the quantitative parameters derived from both SWE and SMI and the diagnostic performance of combining these quantitative parameters and B-mode US-based breast imaging reporting and data system (BI-RADS) have not been conducted yet. Our study aimed to evaluate the diagnostic value of combining the quantitative parameters of SWE and SMI to breast US to differentiate benign and malignant breast masses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Patients
--------

This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board for Ethical Issues in Clinical Research. From November 2018 to May 2019, B-mode US, SWE, and SMI were performed on 217 consecutive women aged 19 years or older who planned a US-guided core needle biopsy or vacuum-assisted excision. Twenty-five patients were excluded from the study. Four patients with mammoplasty implants, complex masses, or calcified masses and eight patients with non-mass lesions were excluded because they had factors affecting the accurate measurement of SWE and SMI (vascular index) of solid components. Thirteen patients for whom all three quantitative parameters were not available were excluded. Eight patients who underwent biopsies of two masses were included. Finally, 200 solid breast masses in 192 consecutive women (mean age, 49.0 ± 13.5 years \[range, 19--82 years\]) were included in this study. Breast US examinations were performed, including B-mode imaging, SWE measurement, and SMI measurement, within 1 month of the patient\'s biopsy.

Ultrasound Examinations
-----------------------

US examination was obtained using a Aplio i800 (Canon Medical Systems Corporation), equipped with an 18- to 7-MHz linear array transducer. The examinations were performed by one of the two board-certified radiologists (with 17 and 2 years\' experience in breast imaging, respectively). The radiologists were well informed of the clinical information or mammographic findings of the patient before the US examinations. After the conventional B-mode US, SWE, and SMI were performed by the radiologist who performed the B-mode US, SWE images were obtained by applying the linear transducer significantly lightly to the skin above the targeted lesion with a generous amount of transducer gel. The probe was held still for a few seconds to allow the SWE image to stabilize, and adequate quality SWE images were saved. Images of the B-mode US, color map, variance map, and propagation map of SWE were simultaneously displayed by a splitscreen mode of a single screen. The quality of shear wave propagation is displayed by variance and propagation map that visualize shear wave arrival time. The operator repeatedly obtained SWE images per lesion, and the image with best quality of shear wave propagation showing homogeneous variance map was selected for the analysis. The maximum elasticity was set to display up to 180 kPa. The quantitative elasticity values were measured using 2-mm round ROIs, one at the stiffest area of the mass, including immediately adjacent stiff tissue, and the other at the normal subcutaneous fat tissue within the ROI box. The system automatically calculated and visualized the Emax. The Eratio, which is the ratio of the normal subcutaneous fat tissue, was also obtained and recorded for analysis. Vascularity in the breast mass was quantitatively assessed using SMI. In each lesion, the ROI was manually drawn along the margin of the mass at the plane with richest Doppler signal within the mass among the two to three times of repeated measurements. The quantitative SMI~VI~ was automatically calculated using dedicated Canon system software. The image parameters for SMI were as follows: velocity scale, 2.5 cm/sec; dynamic range, 21 dB; and frame rate, 13 frames/sec. All quantitative parameters were measured at least two or more times for each breast lesion. The data acquisition procedure for SWE and SMI was approximately performed 3--5 minutes per case.

Image Analysis
--------------

The conventional B-mode US findings were categorized using the American College of Radiology BI-RADS lexicon, 5th edition ([@B27]). The final assessments of the 200 breast masses were categorized as follows: category 3 (probably benign), category 4a (low suspicion for malignancy), category 4b (moderate suspicion for malignancy), category 4c (high suspicion for malignancy), and category 5 (highly suggestive of malignancy). Regarding statistical analysis, BI-RADS category 3 on conventional B-mode US masses was considered benign, and BI-RADS category 4a and higher masses were considered malignant. The US images including B-mode, SWE, and SMI were analyzed, in consensus, by two board-certified radiologists, with 17 and 2 years\' experience in breast imaging, respectively. The readers were blinded to the histopathological results. For each lesion, BI-RADS category assessment based on B-mode US was performed without knowledge of the SWE and SMI. For SWE and SMI images, the representative images to be used for analysis were selected by a consensus of two readers among the repeated measurement images.

Statistical Analyses
--------------------

For the comparison of size, Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ between the benign and malignant groups, the Mann-Whitney U test was used as the continuous variables were not normally distributed. A retrospective review of the quantitative Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ values was performed, and the cutoff values were determined by comparison to the pathological results. Pathological results from US-guided core needle biopsies or surgery were used as the reference standards. To evaluate the diagnostic performance of each quantitative parameter, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were analyzed. The optimal cutoff values for differentiation of benign and malignant masses were calculated as the maximum sum of sensitivity and specificity using Youden\'s index. To summarize each method\'s overall performance, areas under the ROC curves (AUCs) were calculated and compared. Statistically significant differences in the AUC values were reported as 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy of the quantitative parameters were obtained using the calculated cutoff values.

Hypothetical performance of downgrading or upgrading of B-mode US classification based on SWE and SMI was evaluated. Two sets groups for BI-RADS category 3 and 4a lesions were compared by applying the cutoff values for Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~. For set 1, selective downgrades were performed for only BI-RADS category 4a lesions when each value was lower than the respective cutoff value. For set 2, reassessment of the BI-RADS category was performed for both category 3 and 4a lesions. Selective downgrade for category 4a was performed when each value was lower than the respective cutoff value, and selective upgrades for category 3 lesions were performed when the quantitative values were higher than the respective cutoff values. In applying all combinations of quantitative values for Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ to assess category 3 and 4a lesions, the mass was selectively downgraded to benign if one or none of the parameters exceeded the cutoff values. The mass was considered to be malignant or selectively upgraded if all three parameters exceeded the cutoff values ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). When B-mode US and each quantitative parameter were combined, the AUC values were used to evaluate the hypothetical effects of set 1 and set 2 compared to the AUC values of B-mode US alone. Additionally, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV, and NPV were compared between B-mode US alone versus the combination of quantitative parameters showing significant differences in the ROC. Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0 (IBM Corp.) and Rex 3.1.2 version (rexsoft.org). *P* values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
=======

Lesion Characteristics
----------------------

Of the 200 breast lesions, 115 (57.5%) were benign and 85 (42.5%) were malignant. All lesions were pathologically confirmed with core needle biopsy, and some patients underwent additional vacuum-assisted biopsy or surgical excision. Detailed histological results of the lesions are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The median size of malignant breast masses was significantly larger than that of the benign masses (*p* \< 0.001). All median values of quantitative parameters were significantly higher in the malignant lesions than those of the benign lesions: Emax, 113.70 kPa (interquartile range \[IQR\], 47.25--138.70) and 21.30 kPa (IQR, 10.60--45.70); Eratio, 9.71 (IQR, 4.30--20.78) and 2.50 (IQR, 1.45--4.72); and SMI~VI~, 7.60% (IQR, 4.15--12.30) and 2.1% (IQR, 0.00--5.60) for malignant versus benign lesions, respectively (all *p* \< 0.001) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Comparison of Diagnostic Performance between Shear Wave Elastography versus Superb Microvascular Imaging
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The diagnostic performance of the quantitative SWE and SMI parameters at various cutoff values is summarized in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. The Emax values with the optimal cutoff set at 86.45 kPa had the highest AUC value (0.838 \[95% CI, 0.779--0.898\]) among the quantitative parameters, with a sensitivity of 71.8%, specificity of 91.3%, PPV of 85.9%, NPV of 81.4%, and accuracy of 83.0%. The optimal cutoff values for the Eratio and SMI~VI~ were 3.57 and 3.35%, respectively.

In set 1 (selective downgrading only for category 4a lesions), the combination of B-mode US with Emax or SMI~VI~ resulted in significantly higher AUC values at 0.829 (95% CI, 0.769--0.890; *p* \< 0.001) and 0.778 (95% CI, 0.713--0.843; *p* = 0.047) than B-mode US alone, with an AUC value of 0.719 (95% CI, 0.649--0.789). In set 2 (selective downgrading for category 4a and selective upgrading for category 3), there was no significant difference between the combination of each quantitative SWE and SMI parameter with B-mode US and B-mode US alone ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). For all combinations of B-mode US and the quantitative values of SWE and SMI, no category 3 lesions were upgraded. Therefore, the results for set 1 and set 2 were the same when all combinations of B-mode US and quantitative parameters of SWE and SMI were analyzed. B-mode US with the addition of all Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ had significantly higher AUC than BI-RADS alone ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The AUC increased from 0.719 (95% CI, 0.649--0.789) to 0.849 (95% CI, 0.792--0.905; *p* \< 0.001). All combinations of B-mode US with Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ showed the best diagnostic performance with 84.0% accuracy (*p* \< 0.001). The specificity significantly increased from 46.1% to 79.1% (*p* \< 0.001). There was a slight loss of sensitivity from 97.6% to 90.6%, but it was not statistically significant (*p* = 0.199) ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates a case of correct downgraded after combining all quantitative parameters, which was pathologically confirmed as fibroadenoma.

False-Negative Results in Selective Downgrading Category 4a Lesions
-------------------------------------------------------------------

For all combinations of B-mode US and the quantitative parameters, the number of lesions downgraded from category 4a to 3 was 44 out of 67 (65.6%). Six cases of category 4a lesions, with pathological results of ductal carcinoma *in situ* (DCIS) (n = 3) and invasive ductal carcinomas (n = 3), were downgraded incorrectly. Except for one false-negative case with a 12-mm-diameter DCIS, five of the false-negative cases were small, measuring less than 10 mm in diameter, with a mean lesion size of 8 mm (range, 5--12 mm). [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates a case of incorrect downgrade after combining all quantitative parameters, which was pathologically confirmed as intraductal carcinoma. Among the 55 lesions assessed as category 3, only two masses with a mean diameter of 5 mm were incorrectly categorized as benign, none of which were upgraded when all of the quantitative parameters were applied. The pathological diagnoses were confirmed as invasive ductal carcinoma.

DISCUSSION
==========

Our study investigated the diagnostic performance using the quantitative values of SWE and SMI in addition to B-mode US to differentiate benign from malignant breast masses. The combination of SWE with B-mode US has been reported to increase the diagnostic performance for differentiating breast masses. The quantitative parameters of SWE showing good diagnostic performance were reported to be Emax, Emean, and Eratio in previous studies ([@B2][@B3][@B8][@B9][@B10][@B11][@B15][@B28][@B29]). Our study showed that Emax showed the best performance, with an AUC of 0.838 (95% CI, 0.777--0.898) when a cutoff value of 86.45 kPa was applied, which was similar to the previously reported cutoff range of Emax (46.7--93.8 kPa) ([@B2][@B6][@B12][@B21][@B30][@B31]). Several previous studies have reported that the combination of Eratio and B-mode US had the best diagnostic performance among other shear wave parameters in the stratification of category 4 lesions, with a cutoff value of 3.56--5.14 ([@B16][@B17]). However, our study showed no statistically significant increase in the diagnostic performance by combining Eratio to B-mode US with the cutoff value of 3.57. Emax is a value obtained by setting the ROI on the stiffest part of the mass and is independent of the size of the ROI, different from Emean or standard deviation of elasticity values ([@B2][@B6][@B12][@B21][@B30][@B31]). Additionally, in our study, when the ROI was set at the stiffest part of the lesion with the best shear wave propagation quality by referring to the variance map, Emax values\' less influence on precompression may have been obtained. This is possibly the reason why Emax has higher diagnostic performance than Eratio.

Regarding the color Doppler image, there are several studies showing that combined elastography and color Doppler images improves diagnostic performance ([@B28][@B29][@B32][@B33][@B34]). Most of the previous studies investigating SMI used qualitative features or subjective Adler\'s grading of vascularity ([@B32][@B35][@B36][@B37][@B38][@B39]). Recently, the quantitative assessment of SMI has become available by calculating the ratio of Doppler signals within the lesion, called the vascular index. A few studies have investigated the diagnostic performance of the quantitative parameters of SMI using the vascular index and have shown good diagnostic performance ([@B25][@B26]). In our study, SMI~VI~ showed significant difference between benign and malignant lesions when a cutoff value was 3.35%. The optimal cutoff values of the SMI~VI~ varied from 4.0% to 8.9% for differentiating benign and malignant breast masses ([@B25][@B26]). In both studies, an SMI image with the most abundant Doppler signal was retrospectively selected among the previously obtained images and drew the ROI for SMI~VI~ using the post-processing software masses ([@B25][@B26]). In our study, each observer selected Doppler images and drew the ROI for the measurement of SMI~VI~ in real time. Benign neoplasms such as fibroadenoma, intraductal papilloma, and adenosis with a rich vascularity and malignancies such as DCIS with little vascularity due to heterogeneous angiogenesis are possible causes of false-positive or false-negative results of SMI~VI~ ([@B25]). Zhu et al. ([@B32]) reported that the combination of quantitative parameters of SWE and vascularity grading on SMI added to B-mode US presented a better diagnostic performance in differentiating malignant breast tumors. Previous studies used qualitative parameters and combined the use of quantitative and qualitative parameters of elastography and Doppler images. Our study first showed that SMI~VI~ has an added value in distinguishing malignant from benign breast lesions when used alone and when used in combination with quantitative parameters of SWE.

There are a few studies that downgrade BI-RADS category 4a lesions and upgrade category 3 lesions using strain elastography or SWE ([@B21][@B40]). We compared the diagnostic performance of two case sets of BI-RADS category 3 and 4a lesions by combining the quantitative parameters of SWE and SMI. In our study, only the selective downgrade of category 4a lesion (set 1) showed significantly better diagnostic performance than B-mode US alone. There was no statistically significant improvement in diagnostic performance in selectively applying the criteria for category 3 and 4a (set 2). All quantitative parameters for Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ with B-mode US showed a statistically significant improvement in accuracy (84.0%) and specificity (79.1%) and no statistically significant loss of sensitivity (90.6%, *p* = 0.199) compared to B-mode US alone. The application of all quantitative values was not different between set 1 and set 2 because there were no false-positive cases in the selective upgrade of BI-RADS category 3 lesions. In our study, 65.6% (44/67) BI-RADS category 4a masses were downgraded to BI-RADS category 3 if one or none of the three parameters including Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ exceeded the cutoff values. Moreover, 38 of the 67 (56.7%) category 4a lesions were correctly downgraded to category 3 and could avoid unnecessary biopsies, consistent with prior studies comparing the additional value of elastography for reducing 46.0--85.7% of unnecessary benign biopsies ([@B2][@B4][@B21][@B22]). This represents the clinical utility of the combination of quantitative SWE and SMI values with B-mode US by reducing false-positives results. In our study, except for one false-negative case with a 12-mm-diameter DCIS, all false-negative cases including two cases of DCIS and three cases of invasive ductal carcinoma were less than 10 mm in diameter. Our results showed similar results with the previous study that reported that the false-negative results in the quantitative parameters of SWE were associated with pure DCIS and small-sized (\< 10 mm) and low-grade invasive cancer ([@B41]). Considering that SWE and SMI have limitations in assessing small-sized, low-grade invasive cancers or pure DCIS, downgrading of lesions based on these quantitative parameters should be carefully applied.

Our study has several limitations. First, this was a retrospective study design that included a limited number of patients; hence, the possibility of selection bias cannot be excluded. Second, inter- or intra-observer variability was possibly attributed to the different SWE or SMI cutoff values. Third, since this study investigated only the quantitative values of SWE and SMI, there may be a difference in diagnostic performance compared to the use of a combination of qualitative features. A prospective study evaluating the diagnostic performance of the combined use of SWE and SMI quantitative parameters in addition to B-mode US is in progress, and a large-scale, multicenter prospective study is required.

In conclusion, the addition of all quantitative parameters for the Emax, Eratio, and SMI~VI~ to B-mode US more significantly improved the diagnostic performance in differentiating benign from malignant breast lesions compared to B-mode US alone. Although careful application is required to small-sized (\< 10 mm) mass, pure DCIS, or low-grade invasive cancer, the additional use of the quantitative values for SWE and SMI could increase specificity without significant sensitivity difference in diagnosing breast masses.
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![Study flow diagram.\
BI-RADS = breast imaging reporting and data system, Emax = maximum elasticity, Eratio = elasticity ratio, SMI = superb microvascular imaging, SMI~VI~ = vascular index in SMI, SWE = shear wave elastography, US = ultrasound](kjr-21-1045-g001){#F1}

![ROC curve for BI-RADS alone and combined with quantitative parameters for set 1.\
AUC were significantly different between BI-RADS alone for all combined quantitative parameters (Emax + Eratio + SMI~VI~) and Emax (*p* \< 0.001). All combined quantitative parameters with BI-RADS had highest AUC values (0.849), (95% confidence interval, 0.792--0.905). AUC = area under ROC curve, ROC = receiver operating characteristic](kjr-21-1045-g002){#F2}

![45-year-old woman with breast mass.\
Conventional B-mode US **(A)** revealed 10-mm round, hypoechoic mass with microlobulated margin in left breast (arrow). Breast imaging reporting and data assessment of B-mode US categorized it as 4a. SWE parameters were as follows: Emax, 14.5 kPa; Eratio, 2.59 **(B)**; and SMI~VI~, 0% **(C)**. Considering that all quantitative parameters were less than cutoff values, final category was downgraded to 3. US-guided core needle biopsy revealed this lesion as fibroadenoma.](kjr-21-1045-g003){#F3}

![77-year-old woman with breast mass.\
Conventional B-mode US **(A)** revealed 5-mm round, hypoechoic mass with microlobulated margin in right breast (arrow). Breast imaging reporting and data assessment of B-mode US categorized it as 4a. SWE parameters were as follows: Emax, 18.1 kPa; Eratio, 2.08 **(B)**; and SMI~VI~, 0% **(C)**. US-guided core needle biopsy and subsequent surgical excision confirmed this lesion as invasive ductal carcinoma.](kjr-21-1045-g004){#F4}

###### Comparison of SWE and SMI Parameters between Benign and Malignant Masses and Histologic Diagnoses according to BI-RADS

![](kjr-21-1045-i001)

  Parameters                                 Benign (n = 115)                           Malignant (n = 85)       *P*
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------ ------------------------ ----------
  Size (mm)                                  10.0 (7.0--14.0)                           13.0 (9.5--21.5)         \< 0.001
  Emax (kPa)^\*^                             21.30 (10.60--45.70)                       113.70 (47.25--138.70)   \< 0.001
  Eratio^\*^                                 2.50 (1.45--4.72)                          9.71 (4.30--20.78)       \< 0.001
  SMI~VI~ (%)^\*^                            2.10 (0.00--5.60)                          7.60 (4.15--12.30)       \< 0.001
  BI-RADS^†^                                                                                                     
   Category 3 (55)                           Benign breast tissue (24)                  IDC (2)                  NA
  Duct ectasia (1)                                                                                               
  Epidermoid cyst (1)                                                                                            
  FA and fibroadenomatous hyperplasia (20)                                                                       
  Periductal inflammation (1)                                                                                    
  Intraductal papilloma (2)                                                                                      
  LCIS (1)                                                                                                       
  Lipoma (1)                                                                                                     
  Intramammary lymph node (1)                                                                                    
  Sclerosing adenosis (1)                                                                                        
   Category 4a (67)                          FA and fibroadenomatous hyperplasia (25)   IDC (15)                 NA
  Benign breast tissue (13)                  DCIS (7)                                                            
  Granulomatous mastitis (1)                                                                                     
  Intraductal papilloma (6)                                                                                      
   Category 4b (34)                          FA (4)                                     IDC (17)                 NA
  Benign breast tissue (7)                   DCIS (5)                                                            
  Apocrine metaplasia (1)                                                                                        
   Category 4c (27)                          FA (1)                                     IDC (18)                 NA
  Benign breast tissue (4)                   DCIS (4)                                                            
   Category 5 (17)                                                                      IDC (16)                 NA
  DCIS (1)                                                                                                       

^\*^Data are expressed as median (interquartile range), ^†^Data are expressed as numbers. BI-RADS = breast imaging reporting and data system, DCIS = ductal carcinoma *in situ*, Emax = maximum elasticity, Eratio = elasticity ratio, FA = fibroadenoma, IDC = intraductal carcinoma, LCIS = lobular carcinoma *in situ*, NA = not applicable, SMI = superb microvascular imaging, SMI~VI~ = vascular index in SMI, SWE = shear wave elastography

###### Diagnostic Performance of SWE and SMI in Distinguishing Malignant from Benign Masses

![](kjr-21-1045-i002)

  Variables     Cutoff Values   Sensitivity (%)   Specificity (%)   Accuracy (%)     PPV (%)         NPV (%)          AUC (95% CI)
  ------------- --------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------------
  Emax (kPa)    86.45           71.8 (61/85)      91.3 (105/115)    83.0 (166/200)   85.9 (61/71)    81.4 (105/129)   0.838 (0.779--0.898)
  Eratio        3.57            82.4 (70/85)      69.6 (80/115)     75.0 (150/200)   66.7 (70/105)   84.2 (80/95)     0.813 (0.752--0.873)
  SMI~VI~ (%)   3.35            84.7 (72/85)      63.5 (73/115)     72.5 (145/200)   63.2 (72/114)   84.9 (73/86)     0.766 (0.700--0.833)

Data are expressed as percentage (numbers). AUC = area under receiver operating characteristic curve, CI = confidence interval, NPV = negative predictive value, PPV = positive predictive value

###### Diagnostic Performance of Combined Use of Quantitative Parameters of SWE and SMI with B-Mode US in Differentiating Malignant from Benign Masses

![](kjr-21-1045-i003)

  Variables                                         AUC     95% CI         *P*^§^
  ------------------------------------------------- ------- -------------- ----------
  B-mode US alone                                   0.719   0.649--0.789   NA
  Set 1^\*^ (selective downgrade of category 4a)                           
   B-mode + Emax                                    0.829   0.769--0.890   \< 0.001
   B-mode + Eratio                                  0.772   0.705--0.838   0.092
   B-mode + SMI~VI~                                 0.778   0.713--0.843   0.047
  Set 2^†^ (reassessment of both category 3 & 4a)                          
   B-mode + Emax                                    0.742   0.671--0.813   0.894
   B-mode + Eratio                                  0.685   0.611--0.760   0.167
   B-mode + SMI~VI~                                 0.687   0.613--0.761   0.424
  Set 1 and Set 2^‡^                                                       
   B-mode + Emax + Eratio + SMI~VI~                 0.849   0.792--0.905   \< 0.001

^\*^Selective downgrade for only BI-RADS category 4a lesion when each value was lower than respective cutoff value, ^†^Reassessment of BI-RADS category for both category 3 and 4a. Selective downgrade for category 4a when each value was lower than respective cutoff values and selective upgrade for category 3 when quantitative values higher than respective values, ^‡^Selective downgrade if one or no parameter for exceeding cutoff values, selective upgrade if all three parameters for exceeding cutoff values, ^§^*p* values indicate comparison of diagnostic performance of between BI-RADS alone and addition of quantitative parameters. US = ultrasound

###### Effect of Downgrading BI-RADS Category 4a Lesions with Combined Use of Quantitative Parameters of SWE and SMI in Addition to B-Mode US (Set 1)

![](kjr-21-1045-i004)

  Variables                          Sensitivity (%)   *P*^†^   Specificity (%)   *P*^†^     Accuracy (%)     *P*^†^     PPV (%)         *P*^†^     NPV (%)         *P*^†^     AUC     *P*^†^
  ---------------------------------- ----------------- -------- ----------------- ---------- ---------------- ---------- --------------- ---------- --------------- ---------- ------- ----------
  B-mode^\*^ alone                   97.6 (83/85)      NA       46.1 (53/115)     NA         68.0 (136/200)   NA         57.2 (83/145)   NA         96.4 (53/55)    NA         0.719   NA
  B-mode + Emax                      85.9 (73/85)      0.037    80.0 (92/115)     \< 0.001   82.5 (165/200)   0.001      76.0 (73/96)    \< 0.001   88.5 (92/104)   \< 0.001   0.829   \< 0.001
  B-mode + SMI~VI~                   92.9 (79/85)      1.000    62.6 (72/115)     0.069      75.5 (151/200)   0.567      64.8 (79/122)   0.027      92.3 (72/78)    0.497      0.778   0.047
  B-mode + Emax + Eratio + SMI~VI~   90.6 (77/85)      0.199    79.1 (91/115)     \< 0.001   84.0 (168/200)   \< 0.001   76.2 (77/101)   \< 0.001   91.9 (91/99)    0.002      0.849   \< 0.001

Data are expressed as percentage (numbers). ^\*^Assessment category of masses based on B-mode US according to BI-RADS, ^†^Comparison of diagnostic performance of between BI-RADS alone and addition of quantitative parameters.
